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Abstract
The development of ion exchange membrane technology has allowed its introduction in many industrial sectors, such as
electrodialysis and electrolysis. Nowadays, membranes are the crucial element in electrochemical energy conversion and
storage devices. This work is aimed at examining new eco-friendly membranes materials to improve structural, mechanical,
electrical and barrier properties. A simple and ecological synthesis of alkaline anion exchange membranes based on a mixed
matrix membrane of chitosan (CS) and poly(vinyl) alcohol (PVA) – CS:PVA polymeric matrix – was developed by using
a 50:50 wt. % ratio. The CS:PVA matrix was modified with variable loadings of graphene pristine sheets (GPH) ranging
between 0,5 and 4.0 wt. %. The physico-chemical characterization of each of the membranes prepared was carried out in order to
examine the topology, structure, thermal stability, surface chemistry, and water content (WC), as well as the ionic conductivity
by using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Results revealed that the incorporation of graphene (GPH) into the
CS:PVA polymeric matrix leads to the improvement of the thermal stability, and the ionic conductivity of the pristine
polymeric matrix. The loading of 1.0 wt. % of GPH into CS:PVA was optimal in terms of specific ionic conductivity that
is related to surface chemistry of the membrane, WC, and slight roughness of the membrane topology. The presence of GPH only
provided a slight loss of crystallinity of the memebrane compared to the unmodified CS:PVA membrane, which also resulted
in the reduction of water content with moderately GPH loadings. With regard to the ionic conductivity, an almost twofold
increase was obtained compared to the pure CS:PVA for an optimal loading of 1.0 wt. %.
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Introduction
An ion exchange membrane generally consists of
a polymeric skeleton, on which ions or ionic functional
groups of cationic or anionic nature are incorporated
into the polymeric backbone, allowing the transport
of selectively charged ions [1, 2]. Ion exchange
membranes have played an important role in industry,
as well as in daily life, among their applications are,
for example, oil refineries for water regeneration
purposes, drinking water filters, batteries, electrodialysis,
fuel cells, biomedical purifications, and controlled drug
administration [3].
From the technological point of view, composition
and structure of ionic exchange membranes are the
most important aspects to bear in mind. Membrane

performance can be considerably enhanced using
multi-component materials, i.e., either by blending
different polymeric materials or by altering the chemistry
of the polymer [4, 5] to improve the properties
corresponding to strength, ionic conductivity, thermal
and chemical stability, and permeability. Moreover,
doping or hybridizing the polymeric matrix via sol-gel
methods with inorganic [6] and organic [6, 7] salts
may also enhance membrane performance [8–10].
Particularly, carbonaceous materials are known as
additives capable of improving the ionic conductivity,
reducing the permeability and increasing the robustness
[11–14]. Polymer industry is generally devoted to the
synthesis and manufacture of ion exchange membranes
dominated by the use of synthetic polymers obtained
from non-renewable resources or complex, toxic
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Scheme 1. Chitosan structurre

synntheses. How
wever, bioddegradable and
a
eco-frienndly
polymers, suchh as chitosann (CS) and cellulose (C
Cell)
bioopolymers, and
a
polymers like polyy(vinyl) alcoohol
(PV
VA) and poolylactic acidd (PLA), am
mong others, are
gaiining populaarity in the syynthesis andd manufacturre of
ionn exchange membraness for multipple applicatiions
[155–19]. Bioppolymers haave desirablee propertiess in
terrms of susttainability, low carbonn footprint and
rennewable production [20]]. In this reegard, CS iss an
exaample of biopolymer
b
with low cost
c
and weak
w
cattionic polyeelectrolyte (with
(
a pK
Ka of ca. 6.5)
obttained from natural resoources such as
a molluscs [21]
whhich appearred to haave good chemical and
phyysical propeerties, makinng it a very good candiddate
forr applicationn in ion exchange
e
m
membrane
[17].
Mooreover, CS
S is a coopolymer of
o glucosam
mine
andd N-acetylgglucosamine,, as shownn in Schem
me 1.
Thhe presence off amino (whicch provide ann ionic characcter)
andd hydroxyl groups
g
is alsoo worth noticcing [5].
Applicatioon of CS-bbased membbranes can be
fouund in diveerse areas, such
s
as the pharmaceuttical
inddustry, fuel cells, sew
wage treatm
ment, and food
f
pacckaging [15]]. CS membrranes have been produceed in
varrious forms: as supporrts, films, fiibers, etc. [22].
Thhe inherent properties of
o CS as well
w
as its high
h
deggree of hyddrophobicity allow to work
w
under high
h
tem
mperatures conditions, with
w interestinng applicatioos in
perrvaporation [23].
[
CS-based membrane properties stand out forr its
inssolubility in most
m organicc solvents, allkalis and waater,
butt solubility in
i dilute orgaanic acids, suuch as an accetic
aciid or formic acid. How
wever, its low
l
mechannical
ressistance annd low ellectrical coonductivity are
siggnificant disaadvantages thhat could hinder its use and
inccorporation into electrocchemical devices like solid
s
polymer electtrolyte fuel cells or electrochem
mical
reaactors with a similar architecture [224]. One off the
strategies, mosst used to obbtain CS polyymeric matrrices
witth reinforced structure and enhanced thermal and
cheemical stabillity, and ionnic conductivvity, is basedd on
thee polymeric blending. PV
VA, as show
wn in Schem
me 2,
is the polymerr, most widelly used as an additive too be
h
inccorporated innto the CS matrix becaause of its high
miiscibility therein and its solubility in aqueeous
sollutions. How
wever, the physico-chem
p
mical properrties
rellated to thee thermal, chemical, mechanical
m
and
10

S can be also
a
elecctrochemicall performannces of CS
enh
hanced by incorporatingg an additiv
ve of inorgaanic
natu
ure, for instaance, carbon materials [15, 22–24].
The additiion of graphhene to poly
ymeric matriices
hass been recenntly studied in which pristine
p
CS and
a
PV
VA, and hybbrid CS:PV
VA membran
nes have been
mo
odified by means of the additio
on of reduced
graaphene oxidee (rGO), provviding an inccrease in tensile
streength and att the glass transition teemperature (T
( g)
[14
4]. The imprrovements inn ionic cond
ductivity and a
red
duction in thhe permeabillity of alcoh
hols by addding
graaphene (GPH
H) or sulfonaated graphen
ne (sGPH) have
also
o been demoonstrated in other studiees [11]. On the
oth
her hand, thhere are paapers which
h highlight an
enh
hanced perfoormance of a polymeric matrix
m
of CS
S or
PV
VA containing GPH [13] and grapheene oxide (G
GO)
[12
2, 13]. Suchh carbon m
materials form
fo
hydroggen
bon
nding with the
t functionaal groups off the polymeeric
bacckbone, thereeby allowingg an increasee in mechaniical
pro
operties (tenssile strength)), thermal staability and ioonic
con
nductivity. In additioon, these studies have
dem
monstrated the
t
possibility of prep
paring CS:PV
VA
(10
0:90 wt. %) membranes
m
m
modified witth graphene and
a
its derivatives for
f fuel cellss applicationss. Recently, our
gro
oup has performed
p
tthe synthessis of hybbrid
membranes bassed on CS:PVA with 50
0:50 wt. % raatio
dop
ped with grapphene oxidee [25]. The reesults showeed a
mo
ore remarkabble decreasse in perm
meability of npro
opanol. Convversely, a sslight impro
ovement in the
ion
nic conductivvity was obbtained, which was mosstly
attrributed to thhe low elecctrical condu
uctivity of GO
G
matterial. Motivvated by the ammelliorattion of the ioonic
con
nductivity off CS:PVA blend membraanes doped with
w
carb
bonaceous materials,
m
thhe present article
a
aims to
exp
plore the efffect of usingg variable prristine graphene
nan
nosheets loaddings into C
CS:PVA mattrix. Membrane
preeparation connsisted of a mixture of
o chitosan and
a
pollyvinyl alcohhol (CS:PVA
A) in a 50::50 wt. % raatio.
Graaphene sheets were incoorporated in
nto the polym
mer
mattrix in orderr to explore the improveements of ioonic
con
nductivity annd thermal annd chemical stability of the
prisstine polymeer for its appplication in electrochemi
e
ical
dev
vices. Pristinne and dopedd CS:PVA membranes
m
w
were
exp
plored by scanning
s
eleectron micrroscopy, X--ray
difffraction (XR
RD), thermoggravimetric analysis
a
(TG
GA),
X-rray photoellectron speectroscopy (XPS), waater

Schemee 2. Structure oof poly(vinyl) alcohol
a
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content and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.
It has been found that 1.0 wt. % of GPH sheets
incorporated into the blend CS:PVA (50:50 wt. %) is
the optimum concentration in terms of ionic
conductivity, influenced mainly by a slight rough
topography, a decrease in water content, and a more
hydrophobic character of the surface membrane.
Methods and Materials
Chemicals and Solutions
Chitosan (CS) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich
(Barcelona, Spain) with a molar mass of 310,000
to 375,000 with a degree of deacetylation with not
less than 75 % and viscosity ranging between
800–2000 mPas. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), 99 %
hydrolyzed, was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich with a
molar mass between 85,000 and 124,000. Both CS and
PVA were used without further purification. Graphene
powder with a purity of 99 %, (GPH, Graphene
Nanopowder in flakes), was obtained from Graphene
Supermarket, with an average thickness of 8 nm,
a specific surface area of 100 m2⋅g–1 and average
particle (lateral) of ca. 550 nm. The solutions were
prepared using doubly distilled water with a resistivity
not less than 18.2 MΩ · cm. All other chemicals were
purchased of the highest available quality and were
used without further purification.

thickness was obtained. Thickness measurements were
carried out using a micrometer (Mitutoyo Corp.,
Kawasaki, Japan) with an accuracy of 0.001 mm.
The weight of the dried membranes was also measured
at this point in an electronic balance to calculate the
density of the membranes. The ion exchange was
carried out by immersing the membranes in
1.0 MNaOH for 24 h and then thoroughly washed with
doubly distilled water to remove the NaOH excess.
Finally, the membranes were ready for further
characterisation.
Optical and Scanning Electron Microscopy
Before the morphology analysis, activated
membranes were allowed to be dried at room
temperature. The dry and clean membranes of
CS:PVA and GPH/CS:PVA were observed with
optical microscopy (Motic MLC-150C microscope) at
different magnification of ×4 and ×10. SEM was used
to explore the surface morphology of the synthesized
membranes. SEM images were obtained using a
HITACHI S-3000N microscope, which works at
30 kV with a Bruker XFlash 3001 X-ray detector.
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy, X-ray Diffraction
and Thermogravimetry Analysis

Physico-Chemical Characterisation
of the Hybrid Membranes

XPS experiments were performed using a K-alpha
Thermo Scientific spectrometer using AlKα
(1486.6 eV) monochromatic radiation by a double
crystal monochromator and focusing an X-ray point
with a diameter of 400 mm, to 3 mA and 12 kV.
The deconvolution of the XPS spectra was carried out
using a Shirley background. XRD diffractograms were
collected on a Philips X'Pert PRO MPD diffractometer
operating at 45 kV and 40 mA, equipped with a
Johansson germanium monochromator which provides
Cu Kα1 radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å), and a detector of
Pixcel solid angle, with a pitch of 0.05 deg.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was applied
to determine the thermal stability and degradation
temperature of the different prepared membranes along
with the graphene material used as additive for
the modification of the pristine blended polymers.
A thermal balance DTG-60H (Shimadzu, Japan) was
used under air atmosphere. The temperature range
studied was between 25–800 °C with a heating rate of
10 °C min–1.

Thickness and Weight of the Membrane

Water Content

Once the membrane was completely dry and
peeled off the Petri dish, its thickness was measured in
at least 5–6 spots over memebrane area, so an average

Water content (WC) of the membrane was
calculated from the curves obtained from the TGA
experiments using equation (1), according to Franck-

Preparation of Hybrid Membranes
Polymer matrix based on CS:PVA was prepared
from a blend of 1.0 wt. % of CS and 4.0 wt. % of
PVA homogeneous solutions in order to reach a
polymer mixture of 50:50 weight ratio, as described in
our previous work [25]. The polymer blend was stirred
for 24 h and then a certain amount of GPH dispersion
in water was added into the polymer mixture to get the
desired weight percentage of GPH. Graphene
percentages were set at 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 wt. %,
respectively.
Membranes
were
named
as
GPH(x)/CS:PVA, where x stands for the graphene
wt. %. A pristine CS:PVA membrane was also
prepared in the absence of graphene material for
comparison purposes.
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Lacaze et al. [26]. Both masses m1 and m2 of the
membranes correspond to the observed minimums of
the differential thermogavimetric spectrum at T1 and
T2, respectively, with T1 being the vaporization
temperature of water and T2 the degradation
temperature of the polymer, respectively.

frequency range between 100 Hz and 0.1MHz with an
amplitude potential of 0.01 V at room temperature
(25 ± 1 °C). The specific ionic conductivity σ (mS cm–1)
was calculated using equation (2),

⎛ m ⎞
WC (%) = 100 ⎜1 − 2 ⎟ .
⎝ m1 ⎠

where e is the thickness of the membrane in cm, R is
the resistance in ohm of the membrane and A is the
area of the membrane in cm2. R was obtained by the
extrapolation of the Nyquist plot – associated with the
diffusion control – to real impedance when imaginary
Z equals zero.

(1)

Specific Ionic Conductivity
The electrochemical characterisation of the
membranes was performed by electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The specific ionic
conductivities of the hydroxyl anions through the
membrane were performed by the EIS measurements
using a two-electrode Swagelok cell type, which
consists of a Teflon coating with two cylindrical
electrodes of stainless steel with 1.13 cm2.
The membrane was placed between both stainless steel
disks in its activated OH- and wet form.
The measurements were performed using a micro
Autolab equipped with an impedance module FRA
at open circuit potential (potentiostatic method).
The impedance spectrum was measured over a

σ=

e
,
RA

Results and Discussion

Topographical Characteristics of the Membranes
Figure 1 depicts SEM images of GPH/CS:PVA
membranes with varying content of GPH at 0.5, 1.0,
2.0 and 4.0 wt. %. Fig. 1 а corresponding to the GPH
(0.5)/CS:PVA membrane exhibits a heterogeneous
morphology with roughness probably attributed
to the polymer mixture itself [27, 28]. An increase
in the content of GPH within the polymer structure
provides a more homogeneous and smoother surface
(Figures 1 b – d). This smoothing of the surface could

а)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 1. SEM images of GPH/CS:PVA membranes with 0.5 wt. % (a), 1.0 wt. % (b),
2.0 wt. % (c) and 4.0 wt. % GPH (d)
12

(2)
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а)

b)

c)

Fig. 2. Optical microscopy images (×10 zoomed) obtained from the pristine CS:PVA membrane (a)
and the GPH/CS:PVA membranes with 0.5 wt. % (b) and 1.0 wt. % (c) GPH

be associated with the enhancement of hydrogen bonds
interactions between the graphene or graphenic sheets
and the hydroxyl and amino functionalised groups
being in the blended polymer.
The topographic analysis of the CS:PVA and
GPH/CS:PVA membranes with 0.5 and 1.0 wt. %
were also analysed by optical microscope, as shown
in Fig. 2.
Figures 2 b and c show how GPH sheets are
evenly distributed within the polymeric matrix,
although with a certain degree of agglomeration. To
sum up, the morphology of the different membranes
obtained by SEM and optical microscopy reveales that
the synthesis method followed in the present work
allows an adequate distribution of the GPH within the
matrix based on the mixture of the two polymers.
Membrane Crystallinity
Figure 3 depicts the graphene diffractogram used
as an additive. The height and width at half intensity of
the main peak of the GPH diffractogram is high and
narrow, which reveals a crystalline character of the
material. The graphene signal appears at 2θ of 26.4°
which is attributed to the two dimensional (0 0 2)
plane of graphene [29]. Furthermore, the spacing value
of the graphene sheets was found to be 0.338 nm equal
to that presented in literature [30, 31].
Moreover, Lc and La parameters were determined
by using the Scherrer equation:

L=

Kλ
,
β cos θ

The Lc value appeared to be 0.432 nm, while the La value
corresponds to 0.882 nm exhibiting a nanodimensional
plane. Considering that the theoretical interlayer
distance between two graphene planes is 0.337 nm,
the XRD result suggests the presence of 2.28 layered
graphenes.
Figure 4 а depicts the XRD plot of pristine
CS:PVA membrane displaying a sharp peak at 2θ
between 10−12°, and a second peak at about 18−22°.
Figure 4 b shows the XRD diffractograms obtained
from the GPH(x)/CS:PVA membranes which are quite
similar to each other irrespectively of the loading of
GPH in the polymeric matrix. Figure 4 b also presents
peaks at 19° and 20°, which are attributed to the
crystalline forms of PVA and CS, respectively, and
whose intensities are dominated by the presence of
GPH loading. The pattern of XRD plots corresponds to
hydrated semicrystalline peaks, mainly due to
hydrogen bonding between the CS and/or PVA chains.
Hence, the interaction between the side chains of PVA
and CS affects the physical properties of crystallinity
and mechanical stability as a function of GPH loading.
These results are in agreement with those obtained by
García-Cruz et al. [25], who carried out studies on the
role of the incorporation of 1.0 wt. % GO within the
polymeric matrix of CS:PVA.
Also, our XRD results are in accordance with
those obtained by Feng et al. [14] and Yang et al. [11],

(3)

where L is the crystal size, β stands for the full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of a certain peak, θ is the
diffracted angle, λ is the radiation wavelength and K is
the crystal shape factor that depends on the lattice
dimension. For carbon materials, K values of 0.9 and
1.84 are used for calculation of Lc and La, respectively,
as was proposed by Warren and Bodenstein [32].
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Fig. 3. XRD diffractogram of the GPH sample
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Fig. 4. XRD diffractogram of the pristine CS:PVA membrane (a)
and XRD diffractogram of GPH(x)/CS:PVA membranes
prepared in this work (b)

who noticed that the addition of GPH and other GPH
derivatives in a polymer matrix based on the CS and
PVA mixture at a ratio of 10:90 CS:PVA, reduced the
crystalline character compared to pure matrix
membranes. On the other hand, all the GPH hybrid
membrane samples analyzed in this wok exhibit a peak
around 26.4° corresponding to GPH nanoplatelets, as
shown in Fig. 3. This peak intensity is more
pronounced at higher GPH loadings, although the
membrane leads gradually to a decrease in peak
intensity at 2θ = 10–12°; this attributed to a slight
dispersion of the GPH in the CS:PVA membrane [31],
no changes were observed for La and Lc values
obtained from equation (3) with the concentration of
GPH inside the CS:PVA polymeric matrix.
14

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is used
to determine the functionalised groups of synthesized
membranes. In addition, XPS technique provides
information about the relative element content. XPS
analysis on different doped membranes with different
GPH percentages has fundamentally detected the
presence of C, O and N, as expected from the chemical
composition of the polymers of CS and PVA as well as
the presence of GPH nanosheets. Table 1 compiles the
bonding energies that appear in the XPS spectra, the
relative atomic percentages and the assignment of the
functional groups of the pristine GPH and different
GPH(x)/ CS:PVA membranes, with x = 0.5 , 1.0, 2.0
and 4.0 wt. %.
From Table 1, it is seen that the binding energy
for the major functionalised groups appear to be
similar for all membranes and hence XPS results are
independent of the weight percentages of graphene
used. The contribution corresponding to the lower
binding energies (C 1s, 284.6 eV) is mainly attributed
to the presence of graphite or to C – C bonds.
The contribution at 285.4 eV is assigned to the presence
of aliphatic Csp3 carbons and C – H terminal carbon
atoms. The contribution occurring at a binding energy
of about 286.5 eV corresponds to the C – O, C – O – C
or C – N functional groups. Finally, the contribution
associated with the binding energy of ca. 288 eV is
assigned to the presence of the functional groups
C = O, O – C – O or O – C = O. The determination of the
relative atomic percentages of the C1, C3 and C4
peaks according to the C1 / (C3 + C4) ratio indicates
that there is a higher concentration of polar functional
groups on the membrane surface when the membrane
is modified with a 4.0 wt. % GPH. Interestingly,
the membrane having a lower content of oxygenated
functional groups corresponds to that doped
with 1.0 wt. %.
On the other hand, the O 1s contribution of the
XPS spectra revealed two fundamental peaks with
binding energies around 531 eV, with assignment of
functional groups such as C = O and / or OH, and another
binding energy at around 532 eV, which was assigned
to such as – C = O and / or O = C – O. In addition, we
considered the relative atomic percentage of O 1s and
C 1s core level energies associated with the total
percentages of O and C, respectively. The C/O ratios
were of 2.55, 2.5 and 2.33 for 0.5, 2.0 and 4.0 wt. %
GPH, respectively. However, the CS:PVA polymeric
matrix with 1.0 wt. % GPH exhibits a C/O ratio of 5.6,
which is approximately twofold the values shown
above, indicating that the contribution of the
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Table 1
Assignment of the main spectral bands according to binding energies (BE)
in eV for CS:PVA modified graphene membranes. The values presented
in parentheses correspond to the relative atomic percentages
Core energy
level and
peaks

GPH

GPH(0.5)/
CS:PVA

GPH(2.0)/
CS:PVA

GPH(4.0)/
CS:PVA

Functional
group
assignment

\284.58
(39.99)

284.56
(26.87)

284.6
(21.51)

C–C
C – graphite

285.35
(25.91)

285.56
(7.69)

285.4
(9.06)

Csp3
aliphatic
C–H

GPH(1.0)/
CS:PVA

C1s
C1

284.58
(71.65)

C2

285.43
(16.11)

C3

286.54
(4.18)

286.18
(23.83)

286.69
(14.31)

286.3
(22.46)

286.33
(26.54)

C–O
C – O – C; C – N

C4

288.31
(1.01)

287.91
(9.02)

288.41
(3.19)

287.73
(10.61)

287.85
(9.23)

C = O,
O–C–O
O–C=O

93.0

67.07

83.40

67.63

65.93

531.79
(4.77)

531.1
(7.24)

531.01
(4.92)

531.14
(2.84)

531.27
(3.35)

C = O; OH–

533.18
(2.15)

532.38
(19.04)

532.16
(9.85)

532.63
(24.29)

532.69
(24.86)

– C = O;
O=C–O

O
(total wt. %)

6.32

26.28

14.77

27.13

28.21

N1s

399.43
(0.14)

399.31
(6.32)

399.15
(1.83)

399.23
(4.81)

399.31
(4.83)

– NH2;
– NH –

401.28
(0.43)

401.4
(0.62)

C – N; – NH3+

5.24

5.45

C
(total wt. %)
O1s

284.56
(34.22)

401.34
(0.33)
N
(total wt. %)

0.14

6.65

1.83

oxygenated functionalised groups is lower for the
GPH(1.0)/CS:PVA membrane.
Table 1 also shows the N 1s core level energy
revealing a binding energy at around 399 eV,
attributed to the presence of – NH2 and – NH – that can
be extracted from the surface of the chitosan. Morever,
the evolution of the relative atomic concentration of N
on the membrane surface as a function of wt. %. is
worth noticing. In this regard, GPH(1.0)/CS:PVA
membrane presented the lowest value of 1.83 wt. % of
atomic nitrogen, corroborating the more hydrophobic

character of the above membrane with 1.0 wt. % of
GPH. On the other hand, in some cases, the N 1s
signal can also be observed with a binding energy at
401 eV which is associated with the presence of C – N
and / or – NH3+ functionalised groups.
Thermogravimetric Analysis
Different GPH/CS:PVA membranes were analysed
by TGA to get the respective thermogravimetric curves
(TG) (Fig. 5 а) and the plots regarding the differential
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Weight, wt. %
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Fig. 5. TGA of GPH(x)/CS:PVA membranes and GPH used
in this study (a); DTA of GPH(x)/CS:PVA membranes (b)

thermal analysis (DTA) (Fig. 5 b). TG plots showed
three perfectly differentiated stages. As it can be seen
in Fig. 5 a, an endothermic effect is firstly produced
around 100 °C with a polymer weight loss of
10−15 wt. %, which was attributed to the release
of the moisture preferentially absorbed by the polymer
CS:PVA matrix. The next step is attributed
to the polymer decomposition and also to the
elimination of volatile products. The third stage
is mostly related to the combustion of the membrane.
According to the results shown in Fig. 5 a,
the thermal stability has the following sequence:
GPH(0.5)/CS:PVA = GPH(1.0)/CS:PVA >
> GPH(2.0)/CS:PVA > GPH(4.0)/CS:PVA.
This would indicate that the lower percentages of
0.5 and 1.0 wt. % GPH material into the polymer
16

matrix lead to the improvement of the thermal stability
by about 20 °C. In contrast, a detrimental effect
on the thermal stability was observed for 2.0 and
4.0 GPH wt. %.
Similarly, differential thermal analysis (DTA)
curves show changes in the intensity of exothermic /
endothermic peaks, and their peak positions are
slightly influenced by the GPH content within the
membrane matrix. As shown in Fig. 5 b, DTA curves
exhibit a broad endothermic peak around 100 °C
which is related to the evaporation of the water, i.e.,
WC present in the membrane. The peak appearing at
temperature ranging between 250 and 350 °C is
referred to the decomposition or breaking down of the
crosslinking of the CS:PVA polymeric matrix, with a
major weight loss of 4.0 wt. %. These results are
similar to those shown for grapheme-modified
chitosan-based polymers [31]. Moreover, the peak
found between 350 and 400 °C is uncertain and also
observed in the literature [31]. That could be
intrinsically related to the peak found between 250 and
350 °C. Alike TGA plots, the peak present between
400 and 450 °C would be associated with the
decomposition of the polymeric matrix. As the GPH
loading increases in the matrix, the thermal stability
improves due to hydrophilic and electrostatic
interactions between CS and GPH.
Water Content
Table 2 compiles the values of WC for the
GPH(x)/CS:PVA membranes. Water Content values
decrease with increasing GPH loading inside the
CS:PVA matrix due to the hydrophobic character
inferring the carbonaceous additive, thus providing
a lower water absorption capacity inside the membrane.
Nonetheless, a much higher GPH loading inside the
CS:PVA polymeric membrane reverses the above
trend thereby retrieving quickly the value obtained
for pristine CS:PVA membrane.
Table 2
Water content and mean specific ionic
conductivity σm of GPH(x)/CS:PVA membranes
Membrane

WC, %

σm, mS·cm–1

CS:PVA

23.11

0.1520 ± 0.0011 SD (N = 3)

GPH(0.5)/CS:PVA

18.82

0.1700 ± 0.0003 SD (N = 3)

GPH(1.0)/CS:PVA

19.97

0.2700 ± 0.0340 SD (N = 6)

GPH(2.0)/CS:PVA

24.05

0.1580 ± 0.0030 SD (N = 6)

GPH(4.0)/CS:PVA

25.25

0.1720 ± 0.0006 (N = 3)

SD: Standard deviation.
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A slight decrease in WC value with low GPH
loading in the anion exchange membranes also
correlates with the slight loss of crystallinity or the
degree loss of crosslinking of the polymeric matrix, as
shown by the XRD experiments in Fig. 4 b; a decrease
in WC is related to the slight loss of crystallinity, so
the interaction of oxygen-rich hydrophilic surface of
CS:PVA polymeric membrane and graphene sheets is
becoming much stronger with moderate GPH loading,
thereby reducing the WC value. Furthermore, the
homogeneity ammelioration of the membrane surface
with GPH loading could be related to the more
hydrophobic character of the membrane, and hence its
chemistry surface of the membrane. We speculate,
nonetheless, that the higher WC values for GPH
loadings of 2.0 and 4.0 wt. % is a matter of
crosslinking changes and electrostatic interactions
between the polymer and GPH sheets.
Specific Ionic Conductivity
Figure 6 shows a comparison of the Nyquist plots
for different measurements performed in this work
with increasing GPH loading. From the EIS experiments
performed using a two electrode Swagelok cell, the
mean specific ionic conductivity values of the CS:PVA
membranes are collected in Table 2.
Ion exchange membranes exhibit electrical
properties that can be modelled as a sum of impedances
in an equivalent circuit as depicted in Fig. 7. Such
equivalent circuit is adscribed to an ion exchange
membrane placed between two electrodes located in
electrochemical cell.
The specific ionic conductivity of the
GPH(x)/CS:PVA membranes along with the pristine
polymer was calculated by equation (3). Table 2
compiles the mean ionic conductivity (σm) which
–Z ′′, Ohm
250
200

CS:PVA
GPH(0.5)/CS:PVA
GPH(1.0)/CS:PVA
GPH(2.0)/CS:PVA
GPH(4.0)/CS:PVA

150
100
50
0
0

50

100

150

Fig. 6. Nyquist plot of CS:PVA
and GPH(x)/CS:PVA membranes

Z ′, Ohm

Fig. 7. Equivalent electrical circuit for an ion-exchange
membrane used to fit the impedance spectra [28, 33].
W is the Warburg element or diffusive element;
Rhf is the resistance at high frequency which corresponds
to the combination of internal resistance Rint (the resistance
between the electrode and membrane surfaces, namely also
the free water surface), the electrode resistance, Relec,
and Rmem as the resistance of the polymeric membrane [34].
Finally, Rp denotes the polarization resistance or the charge
transfer resistance, and CPE is the constant phase element.
CPE is associated with a surface non-homogeneity
that provides a non-uniform distribution of current density
over the electrode [35]

corresponds to the average of three measurements.
The thickness used for the calculation of σm was the
average thickness measured at three different points of
the membrane.
The specific ionic conductivities of the
GPH(x)/CS:PVA membranes along with the pristine
polymer were calculated by equation (2). Table 2
compiles the mean ionic conductivity σm which
corresponds to the average of three measurements.
The thickness used for the calculation of σm was
the average thickness measured at three different
points of the membrane. As seen in Table 2,
the GPH(1.0)/CS:PVA membrane showed the highest
conductivity with a value of 0.270 mS cm–1 followed
by the GPH (0.5)/CS:PVA and GPH(4.0)/CS:PVA,
and showing the lowest value for the
GPH(2.0)/CS:PVA membrane along with the pristine
one. Higher GPH loadings did not reveal an
improvement in ionic conductivity values, probably
attributed to a much stronger GPH electrostatic
interaction with the polymeric matrix, and thereby
likely hampering the OH- mobility through the
membrane. In contrast, lower GPH loading allowed a
higher dispersion of the GPH layers within the
polymer matrix, being in this regard the percentage of
1.0 wt. % the most optimum value found. Similar
results were obtained by Yang, et al. [11], who
describe a remarkable increase in ionic conductivity of
the anion exchange membrane using a CS:PVA of
10:90 wt. % ratio when doped with graphene and
sulphonated modified graphenes. Therefore, the
doping of polymer matrices with GPH sheets improves
the electrochemical conductance, even though we
found a mismatching in conductances values between
our pristine CS:PVA membrane with a 50 to 50 ratio
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of CS:PVA in wt. % (0.152 mS ⋅ cm–1) and that
presented by Yang and col. [11] of 10 to 90 ratio in
wt. % (0.024 S ⋅ cm–1) at 298 K. Finally, it is important
to note that the incorporation of GPH provided just a
slight loss of CS:PVA crystallinity, as shown in XRD
diffractograms. This would indicate that the almost
retention of the polymeric crystallinity can be
responsible for small improvement in conductance of
OH-ions through its polymeric structure.
Conclusion

The morphology of the GPH(x)/CS:PVA
membranes is dominated by GPH loading.
The crystallinity decreases slightly as the percentage
of GPH increases to a value of 4.0 wt. %. However,
an increase of GPH does not even cause a complete
loss of the crystallinity of the pristine polymeric blend.
Nonetheless, the presence of grapheme sheets
determines the semi-crystalline behavior of the
membrane, and hence the thermal and electrochemical
conductance properties. For example, thermal analysis
of the GPH(0.5)/CS:PVA membranes reveals a
beneficial effect on the thermal stability related to the
decomposition of the functional groups of the polymer
backbone, although this is only manifested by low
GPH loadings. With regards to the specific ionic
conductivity of the hydroxyl anion, a remarkable
improvement could be expected with increasing in
GPH wt. %, as other authors have demonstrated in the
literature [11]. However, the nature, textural and
surface chemistry properties of the selected GPH are
determinant variables when extrapolating or even
reproducing part of the results published in the
literature. Even although the most optimal percentage
of GPH found corresponds to 1.0 wt. %, these results
should be subjected to scaling study of the membrane
manufacturing process at laboratory and its use in
electrochemical devices.
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